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Survival Strategies of Nature

• Introduction Attack and Defense 
Two opposite forms of behaviour in nature, leading to one goal: 
the survival of an organism within a certain environment. 

attack  = active survival strategy
defense =  passive survival strategy

In this example, an Adder and a Hedgehog are challenging each other.
Surprisingly - although the snake is poisonous - the Hedgehog is one of the biggest 
enemies of the Adder because of its spines and immunity against the poison. 
Let us find out more about „Survival Strategies of Nature“ ... !
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• Definition What is meant by Survival Strategy ?
1) Survival = future for an organism and its gene pool
„Survival of the fittest“ (Herbert Spencer / Charles Darwin) was used to illustrate 
the phenomenon of natural selection as one the main principles of evolution.
Today we know: fitness also means „best adapted to a certain environment“ !

2) Strategy = action plan that makes a problem easier to solve
The Word derives from the Greek expression „strategos“ 
(stratos = army and ago = leading / winning) > military origin !
Does it make sense to speak about „strategy“ in nature, or is this expression 
only usefull in regard to human theories ? Considering ecology, it might be 
better to use „skills“ or „habits“ (in terms of behaviour).

1) Cheetah
70 mph

2) Pronghorn antelope
60 mph

3) Wildebeest
50 mph

5) Snail
0,01 mph

4) Sloth
0,1 mph



Survival Strategies of Nature

• Main Chapter

Survival Strategy is everywhere !
Almost any behaviour or anatomical feature of natural 
life-forms is linked to survival. Only because these numerous 
strategies of existence were invented by nature, organisms 
have been able to survive and to adapt to ever changing 
ecosystems during their evolution history.

As soon as a better and more successful way of life occurs, 
species will either adapt or dissappear again from the planet. 
This process is part of the eternal law of life on Earth.
And this is why „survival strategy“ is so fundamental in ecology !

aerial

aquatic

terrestrial
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Warning signals and Mimikry
Many plants and animals show bright colour in case they are dangerous.
Acacia trees that are feeded on by Giraffes can even send out special flavours 
in order to warn their neighbours: the trees standing nearby can produce 
substances that taste bitter to the long-necked savanna creatures.

Mimikry is another simple trick to get rid of enemies by looking almost 
the same like a really dangerous or poisonous animal. Some orchid species 
even attract insects by bright blossoms that are looking like flies.

Wasp spider 
and Hoverfly

Dangerous Coral snakes have 
relatives that are looking almost the 

same without being poisonous.

Fly Orchid
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Weapons and Poison
Antlers and horns, teeth, claws or poison are useful strategies of 
attack and defense within wildlife. Stag beetles lift their opponents up 
into the air and throw them from the canopy of an oak tree.
The biggest wild cattle on Earth - the Gaur from Asia - has a massive head 
and thick, circular horns. The long teeth and claws of the Tiger serve as deadly 
weapons for hunting deer and various other prey.
Poison dart frogs are well-known by indigenious tribes in South America 
because of their poisonous skin which they use for their arrows.

The Gaur, a wild cattle from 
Asia, carries massive horns 

for attack and defense

Fighting Stag beetles

Poison dart frogs
from South America

The Tiger:
a perfect predator
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Size, speed and strength
The Peregrine falcon is the fastest bird in the sky. It can reach a maximum speed 
of about 250 mph. The Elephant is well-known by its strength and power and is 
also used as a working animal because he can even carry a whole tree.
The Blue Whale weighs as much as 25 Elephants and is the biggest creature that 
has ever lived on our planet. Surprisingly, it feeds on one of the tiniest organisms 
within the marine food chain: „Krill“, which consists of small shrimp-like animals 
(crustaceans) that live in huge swarms in the open oceans.
They are filtered out by baleen plates in the upper jaw of the whale.

„Krill“ is a Norwegian 
expression and means

„Whale food“

Biggest marine animal: 
The Blue Whale eats up to 

4 tons of Krill per day

Fastest Bird: 
The Peregrine Falcon 

(up to 250 mph)

Biggest Land animal: 
The African Elephant
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Camouflage (Mimesis)
One of the most successful strategies is not to be seen by the enemy.
Try to become a perfect unity with your environment ! Look like a leaf, 
or wear the same pattern like the background that you are sitting on.
Simply defend yourself by confusing your opponent !

There are endless variations of camouflage patterns in nature ...

An Octopus inking

The Chameleon‘s colour 
depends on the natural 

surrounding

The Walkingleaf
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Cooperation and teamwork
Fish swarms are an example for perfect cooperation in nature.
Reacting as a whole is the best protection against predators like dolphins.
When dolphins themselves are challenged by sharks, in some cases they might 
even attack this dangerous enemy as a group, pushing with their beaks into 
delicate parts of the shark‘s body (like the gill pouches).

In the end, the team is always stronger than a single individual !

Zebras and Ostriches 
often congregate: good 

ears and good eyes make 
a perfect combination !

A pod of Dolphins 
hunting fish by using 
poisonous sea snakes

Fish swarm
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Special hunting and feeding techniques
Finding food is the daily clue to survival in nature !
This is why species have developed countless variations of hunting 
and feeding techniques: one of the most spectacular is the so-called 
„Bubble-net feeding“ of Humpback whales. 
They dive underneath their prey and entangle the swarm by a circular net 
of air bubbles which they create with their blowholes. The fish or krill swarm 
does not cross this temporary border and can be swallowed with a single 
big gulp of the Humpback whale when it surfaces.

„Bubble net feeding“
of Humpback whales
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Storing food
Some animals that live in areas of cooler climate, are well-known 
for storing food for the winter. Hamsters, jays and squirrels collect nuts, 
fruits and seeds to hide them in various places. 
Most of the secret food sources are found again and eaten during the cold time 
of the year, but some of these reserves will never be discovered and later 
give birth to new plants. 
Many of the trees in the forests have been planted by animals !

European hamster and 
underground food storage

European Jay 
with oak seed

Red Squirrel
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Blue whale fluke

Emperor Penguins 
get their joung in the 

Antarctic winter

The Elephant‘s ear:
a climate change tool

Special anatomical features
Many animals have the ability to change their body temperature:
as the blood runs through thinner parts of the body like the elephant‘s ear 
or the whale‘s fluke, it is cooled down. In Antarctica, the penguin‘s anatomy 
combines streamline design and climatic protection in its body shape.
The evolution of birds was also an evolution of beaks: 
every ecological niche and food source has been conquered by specially 
adapted bird species. Compare the different shape in the beaks of the 
Curlew, the Common Snipe and the Northern Lapwing !

Different beaks: 
Curlew, Common Snipe 
and Northern Lapwing
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Saving energy (Hibernation) 
Many species survive by reducing their activity during the wintertime. 
This phenomenon is called „Hibernation“ and describes a state of inactivity.
The Polar Bear sleeps in a snow den, hedgehogs look for shelter under a thick 
layer of leaves, snakes and lizards wait for warmer climate under stones or 
in walls. Several insect species like the Peocock butterfly look for cool places 
in autumn and fall into sleep, before they wake up and fly again in spring.

Female Polar Bear with 
young in the snow den

Peacock butterfly 
hibernating

Snakes normally eat sand 
lizards, but during their winter 

hibernation they often 
live in harmony ! 
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Parasitism
Mosquitoes, Cuckoos and some plant species are all parasites:
they increase their fitness by exploiting other species (so-called „hosts“) 
and benefit from their blood, nutrients or other survival skills.

Only the parasite takes advantage from this relationship, but it becomes 
dependent. If the host is too heavily exploited and reduced in numbers, 
the parasite will suffer, too. Parasitism is a survival strategy can also 
be found in human behaviour ... ;)

Mosquito

Parasitic 
Orchid

Sharksucker

Cuckoo and Warbler:
breeding parasitism
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Symbiotic relationship
Symbiosis describes close interactions between different species in nature.
In contrast to parasitism, both partners profit from such interactions. This form 
of survival strategy defines life as a dialogue, where all members can profit 
from one another.

In the long-run, Symbiosis could be a more sustainable and successful survival 
strategy than Parasitism. It is an elegant and sympathetic way of life !

Clownfish and 
Sea anemone

Lichens consist of fungus 
and algae (or bacteria)

Crocodile and Egyptian Plover
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Using tools, communication and intelligence
Primates, ravens and dolphins are thought to be the most intelligent animals.
They learn by perception and the principle of „trial and error“ - almost like 
humans do. They discover new ways of life by using simple tools or by 
communicating with each other in case of danger or doubt.

Trial and error is finally changing into „trial and effect“.
Wild creatures are developing patterns of natural intelligence ! 

Orangutan hunting fish 
with a wooden spear

Amazon River Dolphin
playing water ball

Common Raven using stick 
to pull out caterpillar

Chimpanzee opens a nut 
by using two flat stones
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Migration
Wildebeest and Zebra herds always stay in motion: these nomads of the African
savannas follow the annual rains and rich feeding grounds. Although predators are 
killing many individuals, they do not have a great impact on the population in total, 
as they can only benefit from their prey during a short time of the year. 

Learn more about travelling as a survival strategy in the book „Safari Spirit“ !
ISBN 3-86581-045-4 (oekom Publishing Company, 2006) € 24,90

Wildebeest are capable to run in a light galopp for hours. 
They can smell rain over a distance of 50 kilometres.



The Conservation Agency works in service for humans and nature. 
Creative skills are used in the field of ecology and conservation. 
Artistic working methods are combined with detailed knowledge and 
experiences about ecosystems, species and habitat protection. 
Creative concepts, artworks and individual designs are developed 
from an interdisciplinary point of view. 

Art and Design in dialogue with nature
Many of our ideas and innovations are based on experiences in natural 
environment. The ecotope - as a specific portion of our landscape - offers 
diverse aspects for ecological research, but also forms a starting point 
for creative concepts as well as for an artistic process in dialogue with 
nature. How can we design sustainable solutions for our future according 
to the needs of humans and also to the demands of natural ecosystems ? 
Is there a chance for peaceful coexistence with nature ?

Working in commission of nature
The term „business as usual“ is used in economic language, describing a 
state of professional behaviour. The same attitude is needed today for our 
relationship with nature: such as stating „wilderness as usual“ as one of 
the basic principles for ecology and conservation in the 21st Century.

Projects at the intersection of conservation and art
The relationship between man and nature has significantly changed over the last 
several thousand years. From a long period of hunting and gathering, across the invention 
of agriculture and cattle breeding to our modern forms of civilisation: industry, technology 
and new media. At all times, art and design have played a major role in cultural history 
by reflecting daily reality as well as inventing new ways of perception. 
Today’s civilized lifestyle is based upon the many steps of human evolution. Hence, 
the passion for untouched landscapes and spots of wilderness is constantly growing.
To maintain these diverse qualities of environment, sustainable concepts of coexistence 
have to be worked out. Contemporary art and design projects can support a change in 
lifestyle and close the gap between our origins and today by including means of 
parallel disciplines like ecology and conservation.

Your Partner in ecology (offers and services)
•  artworks, exhibitions and sculptures as a part of nature
•  outdoor information signs and interactive presentation elements
•  orientation and guiding systems (i.e. nature perception trails)
•  communication-design (logos, layout, print, publications, websites)
•  illustrations and drawings, nature photography

Biography _ Daniel Kufner was born in 1973 (Zwiesel, Bavaria) and studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Munich (1996-2002). After his final exam in 2002 he worked 
at the Academy‘s department for Interdisciplinary Projects (2003-2006). In 2006, he 
founded the Conservation Agency (www.ecotopics.de) in Munich. Kufner prefers to 
work in close dialogue with nature and creates individual concepts, artworks and 
communication design for ecology and conservation.
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Illustrations of a Hoopoe (Upupa epops) © 2008

An ecotope is „the particular portion 
of the physical world that forms a home 
for the organisms which inhabit it.“
Arthur Tansley (1939)

Creating ecotopes

ecotopics.de


